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history of personal computers wikipedia - the ibm 610 was designed between 1948 and 1957 by john lentz at the watson
lab at columbia university as the personal automatic computer pac and announced by ibm as the 610 auto point in 1957
although it was faulted for its speed the ibm 610 handled floating point arithmetic naturally, fifty years of basic the
language that made computers - a celebration of one of technology s biggest most underappreciated revolutions knowing
how to program a computer is good for you and it s a shame more people don t learn to do it, anthony j pennings phd anthony j pennings phd is professor and associate chair of the department of technology and society state university of new
york korea before joining suny korea he taught at new york university nyu for 15 years and at marist college in new york
before his move to manhattan his first academic position was at victoria university in new zealand he has also spent ten
years at the east, command line interface wikipedia - a command line interface or command language interpreter cli also
known as command line user interface console user interface and character user interface cui is a means of interacting with
a computer program where the user or client issues commands to the program in the form of successive lines of text
command lines a program which handles the interface is called a command, all known extensions digipres - there are
6341 known file extensions gz gzip compressed archive tika im ibm audio visual connection avc still video image ffw 0, full
forms starting with letter d - desktop management interface keeping personal pc settings stored in a central location eg
server then where ever you login looks and acts like your pc near future technology networks running nt and 95 from server
location are now doing this, tiddlywiki a reusable non linear personal web notebook - gradient horiz bbbbbb eeeeee ffffff
the new gradientmacro allows simple horizontal and vertical coloured gradients they are constructed from coloured html
elements and don t require any images to work nthe gradientmacro is an extendedmacro that processes the text after it up
until the next sequence, freebsd ports collection index - 0ad 0 0 23b 4 real time strategy rts game of ancient warfare 0d1n
2 3 open source web http fuzzing tool and bruteforcer 0verkill 0 16 2 0verkill is a bloody 2d action deathmatch like game in
ascii art 1password client 0 5 5 1password cli client 2048 0 9 1 command line version of 2048 2048 qt 0 1 6 2 2048 game
implemented in qt 2bsd diff 2 11 1 2 11bsd diff utility, openoffice org macros explained - openoffice org macros
explainedoome fourth editionlast modifiedtuesday june 5 2018 at 11 01 41 amdocument revision 633general informationthe
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